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International Law and the Cold War
Matthew Craven 2019-11-30 This is the first book to examine in detail the relationship between the Cold War and
International Law.
Language in the Trump Era
Janet McIntosh 2020-09-03 By examining Trump's verbal techniques, this book illuminates how he employs words to
power his presidency whilst scandalizing the world.
Grand Strategy and Military Alliances
Peter Mansoor 2016-02-09 A broad-ranging study of the relationship between alliances and the conduct of grand
strategy, examined through historical case studies.
The Modern Anglo-Dutch Empire
Robert Ingraham 2021-01-17 The story begins in Venice, travels through Amsterdam, and ends in London. This is the
birth and evolution of the modern imperial system. Here we look at its history, outlook, and philosophical roots. The connection between the system of
empiricism and monetarism is discussed, and the role of its Venetian birthplace is examined. The creation of the Dutch Empire, and the financial
speculation in Amsterdam is also discussed. The creation of the British Empire after 1688, and the oligarchical takeover of Britain by a financial
oligarchy is detailed. Subjects such as the global slave trade, central banking, narcotics trafficking, and financial deregulation are all looked at. This
modern form of oligarchical monetarist empire, together with its anti-human outlook and policies, is still very much with us today. This book is an
essential primer in understanding the history of the last 500 years.
Roosevelt and Stalin
Susan Butler 2015-03-03 A hugely important book that solely and fully explores for the first time the complex partnership during
World War II between FDR and Stalin, by the editor of My Dear Mr. Stalin: The Complete Correspondence of Franklin D. Roosevelt and Joseph V. Stalin
(“History owes a debt to Susan Butler for the collection and annotation of these exchanges”—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr). Making use of previously
classified materials from the Russian State Archive of Social and Political History, and the Archive of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation, as
well as the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library and three hundred hot war messages between Roosevelt and Stalin, Butler tells the story of how the leader of
the capitalist world and the leader of the Communist world became more than allies of convenience during World War II. Butler reassess in-depth how
the two men became partners, how they shared the same outlook for the postwar world, and how they formed an uneasy but deep friendship, shaping
the world’s political stage from the war to the decades leading up to and into the new century. Roosevelt and Stalin tells of the first face-to-face
meetings of the two leaders over four days in December 1943 at Tehran, in which the Allies focused on the next phases of the war against the Axis
Powers in Europe and Asia; of Stalin’s agreement to launch another major offensive on the Eastern Front; and of his agreement to declare war against
Japan following the Allied victory over Germany. Butler writes of the weeklong meeting at Yalta in February of 1945, two months before Roosevelt’s
death, where the unconditional surrender of Nazi Germany was agreed on and postwar Europe was reorganized, and where Stalin agreed to participate
in Roosevelt’s vision of the United Nations. The book makes clear that Roosevelt worked hard to win Stalin over, pursuing the Russian leader, always
holding out the promise that Roosevelt’s own ideas were the best bet for the future peace and security of Russia; however, Stalin was not at all sure
that Roosevelt’s concept of a world organization, even with police powers, would be enough to keep Germany from starting a third world war, but we
see how Stalin’s view of Roosevelt evolved, how he began to see FDR as the key to a peaceful world. Butler’s book is the first to show how FDR
pushed Stalin to reinstate religion in the Soviet Union, which he did in 1943; how J. Edgar Hoover derailed the U.S.-planned establishment of an OSS
intelligence mission in Moscow and a Soviet counterpart in America before the 1944 election; and that Roosevelt had wanted to involve Stalin in the
testing of the atomic bomb at Alamogardo, New Mexico. We see how Roosevelt’s death deeply affected Stalin. Averell Harriman, American
ambassador to the Soviet Union, reported that the Russian premier was “more disturbed than I had ever seen him,” and said to Harriman, “President
Roosevelt has died but his cause must live on. We shall support President Truman with all our forces and all our will.” And the author explores how
Churchill’s—and Truman’s—mutual mistrust and provocation of Stalin resulted in the Cold War. A fascinating, revelatory portrait of this crucial, worldchanging partnership.
World War Two: Behind Closed Doors
Laurence Rees 2012-04-24 When do you think the Second World War ended? If the end of the war was supposed
to have brought 'freedom' to countries that suffered under Nazi occupation, then for millions it did not really end until the fall of Communism. In the
summer of 1945 many of the countries in Eastern Europe simply swapped the rule of one tyrant, Adolf Hitler, for that of another: Joseph Stalin. Why
this happened has remained one of the most troubling questions of the entire conflict, and is at the heart of Laurence Rees' dramatic book. In World
War II: Behind Closed Doors, Rees provides an intimate 'behind the scenes' history of the West's dealings with Joseph Stalin - an account which uses
material only available since the opening of archives in the East as well as new testimony from witnesses from the period. An enthralling mix of high
politics and the often heart-rending personal experiences of those on the ground, it will make you rethink what you believe about World War II.
Hermit Thrush Sings
Susan Butler 2001-01 After a natural disaster has all but destroyed the earth, the orphaned and "defective" Leora, while searching
for her sister, defies the oppressive laws of the land and joins a band of rebels trying to overthrow the government.
News of War Rachel Judith Galvin 2018 A new work of scholarship that considers several of the most prominent poets writing from the outbreak of the
Spanish Civil War to the end of World War II.
Women's International Thought: A New History
Patricia Owens 2021-01-07 The first cross-disciplinary history of women's international thought,
analysing leading international thinkers of the twentieth century.
Operation Long Jump
Bill Yenne 2015-09-21 In the middle of World War II, Nazi military intelligence discovered a seemingly easy way to win the war for
Adolf Hitler. The three heads of the Allied forces—Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Josef Stalin—were planning to meet in Tehran in October,
1943. Under Hitler's personal direction, the Nazis launched “Operation Long Jump,” an intricate plan to track the Allied leaders in Tehran and
assassinate all three men at the same time. “I suppose it would make a pretty good haul if they could get all three of us,” Roosevelt later said. Historian
Bill Yenne retells the incredible, globe-spanning story of the most ambitious assassination plot ever thwarted in Operation Long Jump.
West of Sunset Stewart O'Nan 2017-01-01 In 1937, F. Scott Fitzgerald was a troubled, uncertain man whose literary success was long behind him. In
poor health, with his wife consigned to a mental asylum and his finances in ruin, he struggled to make a new start as a screenwriter in Hollywood. With
flashbacks to key moments from Fitzgerald's past, the story follows him as he arrives on the MGM lot, falls in love with brassy gossip columnist
Sheilah Graham, begins work on The Last Tycoon, and tries to maintain a semblance of family life with the absent Zelda and their daughter, Scottie.
Written with striking grace and subtlety, this wise and intimate portrait of a man trying his best to hold together a world that's flying apart, if not gone
already, is an American masterpiece.
1946: The Making of the Modern World
Victor Sebestyen 2014-10-09 With the end of the Second World War, a new world was born. The peace
agreements that brought the conflict to an end implemented decisions that not only shaped the second half of the twentieth century, but continue to
affect our world today and impact on its future. In 1946 the Cold War began, the state of Israel was conceived, the independence of India was all but
confirmed and Chinese Communists gained a decisive upper hand in their fight for power. It was a pivotal year in modern history in which countries
were reborn and created, national and ideological boundaries were redrawn and people across the globe began to rebuild their lives. In this remarkable

history, the foreign correspondent and historian Victor Sebestyen draws on contemporary documents from around the world - including Stalin's
personal notes from the Potsdam peace conference - to examine what lay behind the political decision-making. Sebestyen uses a vast array of archival
material and personal testimonies to explore how the lives of generations of people across continents were shaped by the events of 1946. Taking
readers from Berlin to London, from Paris to Moscow, from Washington to Jerusalem and from Delhi to Shanghai, this is a vivid and wide-ranging
account of both powerbrokers and ordinary men and women from an acclaimed author.
The Civil War and the American System
W. Allen Salisbury 1992
His Final Battle Joseph Lelyveld 2016-09-06 A New York Times 2016 Notable Book “By far the most enigmatic leading figure” of World War II. That’s
how the British military historian John Keegan described Franklin D. Roosevelt, who frequently left his contemporaries guessing, never more so than
at the end of his life. Here, in a hugely insightful account, a prizewinning author and journalist untangles the narrative threads of Roosevelt’s final
months, showing how he juggled the strategic, political, and personal choices he faced as the war, his presidency, and his life raced in tandem to their
climax. The story has been told piecemeal but never like this, with a close focus on Roosevelt himself and his hopes for a stable international order
after the war, and how these led him into a prolonged courtship of Joseph Stalin, the Soviet dictator, involving secret, arduous journeys to Tehran and
the Crimea. In between, as the war entered its final phase, came the thunderbolt of a dire medical diagnosis, raising urgent questions about the ability
of the longest-serving president to stand for a fourth term at a time when he had little choice. Neither his family nor top figures in his administration
were informed of his diagnosis, let alone the public or his closest ally, Winston Churchill. With D-Day looming, Roosevelt took a month off on a
plantation in the south where he was examined daily by a navy cardiologist, then waited two more months before finally announcing, on the eve of his
party’s convention, that he’d be a candidate. A political grand master still, he manipulated the selection of a new running mate, with an eye to a
possible succession, displaying some of his old vigor and wit in a winning campaign. With precision and compassion, Joseph Lelyveld examines the
choices Roosevelt faced, shining new light on his state of mind, preoccupations, and motives, both as leader of the wartime alliance and in his
personal life. Confronting his own mortality, Roosevelt operated in the belief that he had a duty to see the war through to the end, telling himself he
could always resign if he found he couldn’t carry on. Lelyveld delivers an incisive portrait of this deliberately inscrutable man, a consummate leader to
the very last.
The Chief Culprit Viktor Suvorov 2013 Contradicts accepted theories about Soviet planning before World War II
Roosevelt's Second Act
Richard Moe 2015-09-01 "In Roosevelt's Second Act Richard Moe has shown in superb fashion that what might seem to have
been an inevitable decision of comparatively little interest was far from it." --David McCullough On August 31, 1939, nearing the end of his second and
presumably final term in office, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt was working in the Oval Office and contemplating construction of his presidential
library and planning retirement. The next day German tanks had crossed the Polish border; Britain and France had declared war. Overnight the world
had changed, and FDR found himself being forced to consider a dramatically different set of circumstances. In Roosevelt's Second Act, Richard Moe
focuses on a turning point in American political history: FDR's decision to seek a third term. Often overlooked between the passage and
implementation of the New Deal and the bombing of Pearl Harbor, that decision was far from inevitable. As the election loomed, he refused to
comment, confiding in no one, scrambling the politics of his own party; but after the Republicans surprisingly nominated Wendell Willkie in July 1940,
FDR became convinced that no other Democrat could both maintain the legitimacy of the New Deal and mobilize the nation for war. With Hitler on the
verge of conquering Europe, Roosevelt, still hedging, began to maneuver his way to the center of the political stage. Moe offers a brilliant depiction of
the duality that was FDR: the bold, perceptive, prescient and moral statesman who set lofty and principled goals, and the sometimes cautious,
ambitious, arrogant and manipulative politician in pursuit of them. Immersive, insightful and written with an insider's understanding of the presidency,
this book challenges and illuminates our understanding of FDR and this pivotal moment in American history.
Now the Hell Will Start Brendan I. Koerner 2008-05-29 An epic saga of hubris , cruelty, and redemption, Now the Hell Will Start tells the remarkable tale
of the greatest manhunt of World War II. Herman Perry, besieged by the hardships of the Indo-Burmese jungle and the racism meted out by his white
commanding officers, found solace in opium and marijuana. But on one fateful day, Perry shot his unarmed white lieutenant in the throes of an
emotional collapse and fled into the jungle. Brendan I. Koerner spent nearly five years chasing Perry's ghost to the most remote corners of India and
Burma. Along the way, he uncovered the forgotten story of the Ledo Road's GIs, for whom Jim Crow was as powerful an enemy as the Japanese-and
for whom Herman Perry, dubbed the jungle king, became an unlikely folk hero.
American Airpower Comes Of Age—General Henry H. “Hap” Arnold’s World War II Diaries Vol. II [Illustrated Edition]
Gen. Henry H. “Hap.” Arnold
2015-11-06 Includes the Aerial Warfare In Europe During World War II illustrations pack with over 180 maps, plans, and photos. Gen Henry H. “Hap.”
Arnold, US Army Air Forces (AAF) Chief of Staff during World War II, maintained diaries for his several journeys to various meetings and conferences
throughout the conflict. Volume 1 introduces Hap Arnold, the setting for five of his journeys, the diaries he kept, and evaluations of those journeys and
their consequences. General Arnold’s travels brought him into strategy meetings and personal conversations with virtually all leaders of Allied forces
as well as many AAF troops around the world. He recorded his impressions, feelings, and expectations in his diaries. Maj Gen John W. Huston, USAF,
retired, has captured the essence of Henry H. Hap Arnold—the man, the officer, the AAF chief, and his mission. Volume 2 encompasses General
Arnold’s final seven journeys and the diaries he kept therein.
Nazism and War Richard Bessel 2013-08-08 A chilling and powerful account of the rise and fall of the Nazis, emphasising their beliefs in race and war
which produced the most terrible killing frenzy in the history of humanity As this book shows, Nazi ideology was based on two central beliefs: in war
and race. Peace was merely a preparation for war, war which would redraw the racial map of Europe. The author begins with the aftermath of the First
World War and the corrosive myth-building which substituted memories of senseless slaughter with the myth of a meaningful and even sacred event. It
moves on steadily through the 1920s and the Nazi seizure of power, to the economic boom, massive rearmament and government-sponsored antiSemitism of the 1930s. And then on to the war itself and the Nazis' racist war of extermination. The author pays particular attention to the chaos and
extreme violence of the last months of the war, so catastrophic for the German people that they came to believe that they too had been victims of the
war. Finally he describes the aftermath of the Second World War and the wreckage left behind by the Nazis which affected the lives of Germans and
Europeans far beyond May 1945.
The Mantle of Command
Nigel Hamilton 2016-04-28 A DRAMATIC, EYE-OPENING ACCOUNT OF HOW FDR TOOK PERSONAL CHARGE OF THE
MILITARY DIRECTION OF WORLD WAR II Based on years of archival research and interviews with the last surviving Roosevelt aides and family
members, The Mantle of Command offers a radical new perspective on Franklin Delano Roosevelt's masterful - and underappreciated - role as U.S.
commander in chief during the Allied war effort. After the disaster of Pearl Harbor, we see Roosevelt devising a global strategy that will defeat Hitler
and the Japanese, rescue Churchill and the UK, and begin to turn the tide of war in the Allies' favour. All the while, Hamilton's account drives toward
Operation Torch – the invasion of French Northwest Africa – and reveals FDR's genius for psychology and military affairs. Hamilton takes readers
inside FDR's Oval Office - his personal command center - and into the meetings where he battled with Churchill about strategy and tactics and
overrode the near mutinies of his own generals and secretary of war. The first part of a major trilogy, The Mantle of Command explores the life of a man
whose towering importance to the war is overlooked because of his untimely death. It is an intimate, sweeping examination of a great President in
history's greatest conflict.
The Cultural Cold War
Frances Stonor Saunders 2013-11-05 During the Cold War, freedom of expression was vaunted as liberal democracy’s most
cherished possession—but such freedom was put in service of a hidden agenda. In The Cultural Cold War, Frances Stonor Saunders reveals the
extraordinary efforts of a secret campaign in which some of the most vocal exponents of intellectual freedom in the West were working for or
subsidized by the CIA—whether they knew it or not. Called "the most comprehensive account yet of the [CIA’s] activities between 1947 and 1967" by
the New York Times, the book presents shocking evidence of the CIA’s undercover program of cultural interventions in Western Europe and at home,
drawing together declassified documents and exclusive interviews to expose the CIA’s astonishing campaign to deploy the likes of Hannah Arendt,
Isaiah Berlin, Leonard Bernstein, Robert Lowell, George Orwell, and Jackson Pollock as weapons in the Cold War. Translated into ten languages, this
classic work—now with a new preface by the author—is "a real contribution to popular understanding of the postwar period" (The Wall Street Journal),
and its story of covert cultural efforts to win hearts and minds continues to be relevant today.
FDR and Chief Justice Hughes
James F. Simon 2012-02-07 By the author of acclaimed books on the bitter clashes between Jefferson and Chief Justice

Marshall on the shaping of the nation’s constitutional future, and between Lincoln and Chief Justice Taney over slavery, secession, and the
presidential war powers. Roosevelt and Chief Justice Hughes's fight over the New Deal was the most critical struggle between an American president
and a chief justice in the twentieth century. The confrontation threatened the New Deal in the middle of the nation’s worst depression. The activist
president bombarded the Democratic Congress with a fusillade of legislative remedies that shut down insolvent banks, regulated stocks, imposed
industrial codes, rationed agricultural production, and employed a quarter million young men in the Civilian Conservation Corps. But the legislation
faced constitutional challenges by a conservative bloc on the Court determined to undercut the president. Chief Justice Hughes often joined the
Court’s conservatives to strike down major New Deal legislation. Frustrated, FDR proposed a Court-packing plan. His true purpose was to undermine
the ability of the life-tenured Justices to thwart his popular mandate. Hughes proved more than a match for Roosevelt in the ensuing battle. In grudging
admiration for Hughes, FDR said that the Chief Justice was the best politician in the country. Despite the defeat of his plan, Roosevelt never lost his
confidence and, like Hughes, never ceded leadership. He outmaneuvered isolationist senators, many of whom had opposed his Court-packing plan, to
expedite aid to Great Britain as the Allies hovered on the brink of defeat. He then led his country through World War II.
The Sphinx: Franklin Roosevelt, the Isolationists, and the Road to World War II
Nicholas Wapshott 2014-11-10 Before Pearl Harbor, before the Nazi
invasion of Poland, America teetered between the desire for isolation and the threat of world war. May 1938. Franklin Delano Roosevelt—recently
reelected to a second term as president—sat in the Oval Office and contemplated two possibilities: the rule of fascism overseas, and a third term. With
Hitler's reach extending into Austria, and with the atrocities of World War I still fresh in the American memory, Roosevelt faced the question that would
prove one of the most defining in American history: whether to once again go to war in Europe. In The Sphinx, Nicholas Wapshott recounts how an
ambitious and resilient Roosevelt—nicknamed "the Sphinx" for his cunning, cryptic rapport with the press—devised and doggedly pursued a strategy to
sway the American people to abandon isolationism and take up the mantle of the world's most powerful nation. Chief among Roosevelt’s antagonists
was his friend Joseph P. Kennedy, a stock market magnate and the patriarch of what was to become one of the nation's most storied dynasties.
Kennedy's financial, political, and personal interests aligned him with a war-weary American public, and he counted among his isolationist allies no
less than Walt Disney, William Randolph Hearst, and Henry Ford—prominent businessmen who believed America had no business in conflicts across
the Atlantic. The ensuing battle—waged with fiery rhetoric, agile diplomacy, media sabotage, and petty political antics—would land US troops in Europe
within three years, secure Roosevelt's legacy, and set a standard for American military strategy for years to come. With millions of lives—and a future
paradigm of foreign intervention—hanging in the balance, The Sphinx captures a political giant at the height of his powers and an American identity
crisis that continues to this day.
Mobile Access Safety
Dominique Assing 2013-02-05 Over recent years, the amount of mobile equipment that needs to be connected to corporate
networks remotely (smartphones, laptops, etc.) has increased rapidly. Innovative development perspectives and new tendencies such as BYOD (bring
your own device) are exposing business information systems more than ever to various compromising threats. The safety control of remote access
has become a strategic issue for all companies. This book reviews all the threats weighing on these remote access points, as well as the existing
standards and specific countermeasures to protect companies, from both the technical and organizational points of view. It also reminds us that the
organization of safety is a key element in the implementation of an efficient system of countermeasures as well. The authors also discuss the novelty
of BYOD, its dangers and how to face them. Contents 1. An Ordinary Day in the Life of Mr. Rowley, or the Dangers of Virtualization and Mobility.
2.Threats and Attacks. 3. Technological Countermeasures. 4. Technological Countermeasures for Remote Access. 5. What Should Have Been Done to
Make Sure Mr Rowley’s Day Really Was Ordinary. About the Authors Dominique Assing is a senior security consultant and a specialist in the
management and security of information systems in the banking and stock markets sectors. As a security architect and risk manager, he has made
information security his field of expertise. Stephane Calé is security manager (CISSP) for a major automobile manufacturer and has more than 15 years
of experience of putting in place telecommunications and security infrastructures in an international context.
Socialism: The Failed Idea That Never Dies
Kristian Niemietz 2019-02-07 Socialism is strangely impervious to refutation by real-world experience. Over
the past hundred years, there have been more than two dozen attempts to build a socialist society, from the Soviet Union to Maoist China to Venezuela.
All of them have ended in varying degrees of failure. But, according to socialism’s adherents, that is only because none of these experiments were
“real socialism”. This book documents the history of this, by now, standard response. It shows how the claim of fake socialism is only ever made after
the event. As long as a socialist project is in its prime, almost nobody claims that it is not real socialism. On the contrary, virtually every socialist
project in history has gone through a honeymoon period, during which it was enthusiastically praised by prominent Western intellectuals. It was only
when their failures became too obvious to deny that they got retroactively reclassified as “not real socialism”.
Hitler and Stalin Alan Bullock 1991 A comparative study of the lives and careers of Hitler and Stalin. Alternate chapters on each serve both to draw
contrasts and highlight parallels. The author gives his reasons for believing that the key to an understanding the character of the two is the same.
East Wind Tom Buchanan 2012-04-19 East Wind offers the first complete, archive-based account of the relationship between China and the British
Left, from the rise of modern Chinese nationalism to the death of Mao Tse tung. Beginning with the "Hands Off China" movement of the mid-1920s,
Tom Buchanan charts the mobilisation of British opinion in defence of China against Japanese aggression, 1931-1945, and the role of the British left in
relations with the People's Republic of China after 1949. He shows how this relationship was placed under stress by the growing unpredictability of
Communist China, above all by the Sino-Soviet dispute and the Cultural Revolution, which meant that by the 1960s China was actively supported only
by a dwindling group of enthusiasts. The impact of the suppression of the student protests in Tiananmen Square (June 1989) is addressed as an
epilogue. East Wind argues that the significance of the left's relationship with China has been unjustly overlooked. There were many occasions, such
as the mid-1920s, the late 1930s and the early 1950s, when China demanded the full attention of the British left. It also argues that there is nothing new
in the current fascination with China's emergence as an economic power. Throughout these decades the British left was aware of the immense,
unrealised potential of the Chinese economy, and of how China's economic growth could transform the world. In addition to analysing the role of the
political parties and pressure groups of the left, Buchanan sheds new light on the activities of many well-known figures in support of China, including
intellectuals such as Bertrand Russell, R H Tawney and Joseph Needham. Many other interesting stories emerge, concerning less well-known figures,
which show the complexity of personal links between Britain and China during the twentieth century.
East to the Dawn Susan Butler 2009-08-11 Amelia Earhart captured the hearts of the nation after becoming the first woman to fly solo across the
Atlantic in 1928. And her disappearance on an around-the-world flight in 1937 is an enduring mystery. Based on ten years of research, East to the Dawn
provides a richly textured portrait of Earhart in all her complexity. It's the perfect complement to the October 2009 movie Amelia, starring Hilary Swank,
Richard Gere, and Ewan McGregor.
My Dear Mr. Stalin Susan Butler 2008-01-01 The first publication to contain the complete correspondence between Franklin D. Roosevelt and Joseph V.
Stalin includes more than three hundred hot-war messages and traces the evolution of their unique relationship and their thinking about the grave
events of their time.
Australia and the United Nations
James Cotton 2012 This landmark reference work is the first complete history of Australia and its relationship with,
and role within, the United Nations. On 17 January 1946, when the United Nations Security Council held its inaugural session, an Australian
representative, Norman Makin, presided.If all members adhered to the principles of the United Nations Charter, predicted Makin, the United Nations
would become "a great power for the good of the world, bringing that freedom from fear, which is necessary before we can hope for progress and
welfare in all lands". Australia and the United Nations traces how Australia committed itself to the United Nations project, from before the convening of
the first United Nations Security Council until the eve of its election to a fifth term on that body. The book begins with Australian involvement with the
organisation that preceded the United Nations, the League of Nations. It then analyses the role played by Australian Minister for External Affairs, HV
Evatt, and his staff in framing the United Nations Charter at San Francisco in 1945. Three chapters analyse Australia's diplomacy towards the Security
Council, its efforts in peacekeeping, and evolving policies and attitudes towards arms control and disarmament. Two chapters discuss Australia's
engagement with the United Nations' manifold specialised agencies and the role of the broader UN family in development. Another two chapters are
devoted to a study of Australia's role in areas of United Nations operation only dimly foreseen by its founders at San Francisco-decolonisation and the
environment. The two final chapters examine Australia's contribution to the promotion of human rights and international law and the important role it
has played seeking to improve the United Nations' performance to equip it to meet new challenges in global politics. Australia and the United Nations

tells us what was done in the past, and why. It is essential reading for anyone who wants to better understand Australia's multilateral diplomacy, and
our future choices.
Alliance Jonathan Fenby 2015-02-12 The history of the Second World War is usually told through its decisive battles and campaigns. But behind the
front lines, behind even the command centres of Allied generals and military planners, a different level of strategic thinking was going on. Throughout
the war the 'Big Three' -- Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin -- met in various permutations and locations to thrash out ways to defeat Nazi Germany -- and,
just as importantly, to decide the way Europe would look after the war. This was the political rather than military struggle: a battle of wills and
diplomacy between three men with vastly differing backgrounds, characters -- and agendas. Focusing on the riveting interplay between these three
extraordinary personalities, Jonathan Fenby re-creates the major Allied conferences including Casablanca, Potsdam and Yalta to show exactly who
bullied whom, who was really in control, and how the key decisions were taken. With his customary flair for narrative, character and telling detail,
Fenby's account reveals what really went on in those smoke-filled rooms and shows how "jaw-jaw" as well as "war-war" led to Hitler's defeat and the
shape of the post-war world.
Yalta S. M. Plokhy 2010-02-04 A major new history of the eight days in February 1945 when FDR, Churchill, and Stalin decided the fate of the world
Imagine you could eavesdrop on a dinner party with three of the most fascinating historical figures of all time. In this landmark book, a gifted Harvard
historian puts you in the room with Churchill, Stalin, and Roosevelt as they meet at a climactic turning point in the war to hash out the terms of the
peace. The ink wasn't dry when the recriminations began. The conservatives who hated Roosevelt's New Deal accused him of selling out. Was he too
sick? Did he give too much in exchange for Stalin's promise to join the war against Japan? Could he have done better in Eastern Europe? Both Left
and Right would blame Yalta for beginning the Cold War. Plokhy's conclusions, based on unprecedented archival research, are surprising. He goes
against conventional wisdom-cemented during the Cold War- and argues that an ailing Roosevelt did better than we think. Much has been made of
FDR's handling of the Depression; here we see him as wartime chief. Yalta is authoritative, original, vividly- written narrative history, and is sure to
appeal to fans of Margaret MacMillan's bestseller Paris 1919.
Moscow 1941 Rodric Braithwaite 2010-12-09 Based on huge research and scores of interviews, this book offers an unforgettable and richly illustrated
narrative of the military action that took place in Moscow during 1941; telling portraits of Stalin and his generals, some apparatchiks, some great
commanders. It also traces the stories of individuals, soldiers, politicians and intellectuals, writers and artists and dancers, workers, schoolchildren
and peasants. Click here to visit the author's website.
TVA David Eli Lilienthal 1948
Global Business Regulation
John Braithwaite 2000-02-13 Across an amazing sweep of the critical areas of business regulation - from contract,
intellectual property and corporations law, to trade, telecommunications, labour standards, drugs, food, transport and environment - this book
confronts the question of how the regulation of business has shifted from national to global institutions. Based on interviews with 500 international
leaders in business and government, this book examines the role played by global institutions such as the WTO, the OECD, IMF, Moody's and the
World Bank, as well as various NGOs and significant individuals. The authors argue that effective and decent global regulation depends on the
determination of individuals to engage with powerful agendas and decision-making bodies that would otherwise be dominated by concentrated
economic interests. This book will become a standard reference for readers in business, law, politics and international relations.
Five Days in Philadelphia
Charles Peters 2006 There were four strong contenders when the Republican Party met in June of 1940 to nominate its
candidate: the crusading young attorney and rising Republican star Tom Dewey, two solid members of the Republican establishment, and dark horse
Wendell Willkie, utilities executive, favorite of the literati and only very recently even a Republican. The leading candidates campaigned as isolationists.
The charismatic newcomer Willkie was a liberal interventionist, just as anti-Hitler as FDR. After five days of floor rallies, telegrams from across the
country, multiple ballots, rousing speeches, backroom deals, terrifying international news, and, most of all, the relentless chanting of "We Want
Willkie" from the gallery, Willkie walked away with the nomination. As Peters shows, these five days and their improbable outcome were as important
as the Battle of Britain in defeating the Nazis.--From publisher description.
American Conspiracy Theories
Joseph E. Uscinski 2014 Conspiracies theories are some of the most striking features in the American political
landscape: the Kennedy assassination, aliens at Roswell, subversion by Masons, Jews, Catholics, or communists, and modern movements like
Birtherism and Trutherism. But what do we really know about conspiracy theories? Do they share general causes? Are they becoming more common?
More dangerous? Who is targeted and why? Who are the conspiracy theorists? How has technology affected conspiracy theorising? This book offers
the first century-long view of these issues.
Bio-Inspired Innovation and National Security
National Defense University 2010-10-01 Despite the vital importance of the emerging area of
biotechnology and its role in defense planning and policymaking, no definitive book has been written on the topic for the defense policymaker, the
military student, and the private-sector bioscientist interested in the "emerging opportunities market" of national security. This edited volume is
intended to help close this gap and provide the necessary backdrop for thinking strategically about biology in defense planning and policymaking. This
volume is about applications of the biological sciences, here called "biologically inspired innovations," to the military. Rather than treating biology as a
series of threats to be dealt with, such innovations generally approach the biological sciences as a set of opportunities for the military to gain strategic
advantage over adversaries. These opportunities rangefrom looking at everything from genes to brains, from enhancing human performance to
creating renewable energy, from sensing the environment around us to harnessing its power.
Carl A. Spaatz and the Air War in Europe
Richard G. Davis 1993 Biografisk fremstilling af general Carl A. Spaatz's karriere og indflydelse inden for US
Army Air Force en karriere, der sluttede som Chief of Staff i det i 1947 oprettede US Air Force
Fatal Attraction Susan Butler 2016-08-06 Carolyn Warmus is serving a sentence of 25 years to life in Bedford Hills Correctional Facility for Women for
murdering the wife of her lover, a fellow elementary school teacher. Her case was widely referred to in the media as the "Fatal Attraction murder" in
reference to the 1987 movie. She was 25 years old at the time of the murder in 1989, and 28 when she was convicted in 1992 after two trials. Neighbors
and acquaintances, from her time in Michigan and from her time in New York, described her as pleasant and sunny. One was quoted as saying she was
the kind of girl you could take home to Mom. People who knew her better said that her big grin hid an emotionally disturbed, needy, often depressed,
and occasionally suicidal individual. In her 20's, blond, wide-eyed Carolyn had a sexy personality, a great figure, and dressed expensively and
fashionably. She turned heads. Her employers described her as cheerful and very competent. In her 20's, she had also begun obsessing over a string
of older unavailable men and, by the time of the murder, had a long history of bizarre behavior-some of it criminal-in relation to these romantic
entanglements.
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